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How classroom.cloud supports your online lessons

Remote teaching can be challenging, but with the right tools, it can be almost as if you never left the school
classroom.
Microsoft Teams, Zoom and Google Meet are just some of the platforms teachers are using to communicate with
students. But maintaining their focus and engagement during lessons, without the ability to monitor and control
their devices, can be tough.
Enter classroom.cloud. Used together with these platforms, or as a standalone solution, teachers gain essential
tools to monitor and control students’ devices, share their screen and audio to better explain lesson activities,
assess with ease, and much more. While the school gains online safety tools to create a safe learning
environment – at all times!

Essential tools for effective remote teaching...
Real-time instruction
Ensure students remain on task throughout lessons via screen monitoring – plus, you can zoom in on an individual
student’s screen and discreetly view activity to ensure they’re on task. You can interact with the class by sharing
your screen and audio to better explain lesson activities, and give every student a voice with chat and messaging
tools, as well as launch websites and applications directly on students’ devices to help save time! Meanwhile,
students can view their ‘Student toolbar’ to keep track of lesson details.

Teachers can view and monitor each student device, as well as chat and send messages.
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Assess and support
Track students’ understanding and progress in real time using surveys, plus, go one step further and gamify
assessment using ‘Random Select mode’ to randomly choose students to answer questions – great for triggering
competitive instincts and keeping them all the more engaged. Assign rewards to your students throughout the
lesson to reinforce key learning points – and deliver support quickly and easily when students ask, via the help
request tool.

Send surveys to students to track understanding and progress in real time.

Manage online behavior
Need to get your students’ attention? Simply lock their screens to eliminate distractions! What’s more, help them
stay on task by easily monitoring what they’re typing, they’re collaborating with. Plus control the applications
they’re using and websites they’re visiting by using ‘allowed’ and ‘restricted’ website and application lists ensuring they only have access to what they need for the lesson. Even remote control a student’s screen to remedy
any activity, plus control USB and webcam usage, and also mute/unmute sound from the students’ device - all
during class time.

Stay safe
The new online safety toolkit helps keep your online
environment safe and secure at all times, by monitoring
concerning activity, identifying students at risk and
spotting eSafety trends. Its powerful tools are perfect for
helping inform your online safety strategy/policies, and
meeting the latest requirements.

Set-up

Monitor concerning activity, identifying students at risk and
spotting eSafety trends

classroom.cloud integrates with Microsoft SDS, Google Classroom, ClassLink and Clever (U.S Only) meaning that
you won’t have to change your current set-up, but will be able to jump from one setting to the other much
more easily.

classroom.cloud is FREE to try for 30 days! Why not give
it a go and see the benefits for yourself?
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